X-ray-induced photoemission in materials research is commonly acknowledged as a method with a probing depth limited by the escape depth of the photoelectrons. This general statement should be complemented with exceptions arising from the distribution of the X-ray wavefield in the material. Here we show that the integral hard-X-ray-induced photoemission yield is modulated by the Fresnel reflectivity of a multilayer structure with the signal originating well below the photoelectron escape depth. A simple electric self-detection of the integral photoemission yield and Fourier data analysis permit extraction of thicknesses of individual layers. The approach does not require detection of the reflected radiation and can be considered as a framework for non-invasive evaluation of buried layers with hard X-rays under grazing incidence.
Surface structure of solids can be studied using penetrating hard X-rays without detection of the reflected radiation using grazing incidence X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (GIXPS) with angles of incidence in the vicinity of the critical angle for total external reflection. GIXPS was established by Henke [1] as a method enabling determination of material constants and surface characterization. Further developments were performed [2] including generalization to multilayer structures [3] followed by experimental effort [4, 5] . The studies were mostly concentrated in the soft X-ray domain (photon energies 5 keV) for applications in surface science. In spite of prior developments, applications of hard X-ray GIXPS remain limited to date [6] [7] [8] . Apart from the regime of grazing incidence hard X-ray photoemission spectroscopy has been successfully used to probe electronic properties of materials at depths consistent with the bulk environment (e.g., [9] [10] [11] ). Probing depths of about 100Å have been demonstrated [12] .
Contrary to studies of electronic properties resolving energies of photoelectrons is not essential for probing structure/composition of a multilayer. A substantial simplification of a typical X-ray photoemission spectroscopy setup can be accomplished using self-detection of integral electric charge generated in the exterior of the studied object. This self-detection approach has been utilized in X-ray absorption spectroscopy in the hard X-ray regime (e.g., [13] [14] [15] ). For hard X-rays the detection technique can take advantage of negligible X-ray absorption in a light gas environment such as helium [16, 17] . Instead, helium is subject to efficient ionization by fast photoelectrons escaping the object, which provides enhancement in the quantum detection yield. The same approach is used in conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy (e.g., [18] ). Self-detection of hard-X-ray induced photoelectron yield in the grazing incidence geometry was used recently to study an X-ray mirror enclosed in a flowing helium gas [19] . It was shown that the measured integral photoelectron yield as a function of the incidence angle contains structural information i.e., Kiessig fringes, which originate from the layered structure of the mirror.
In this letter we show that the structural information extracted from the integral grazing-incidence yield photoemission curves is not limited by the escape depth of photoelectrons but rather is limited by the penetration depth of the X-ray wave. A bi-layer Pt-Cr system on a Si substrate was studied with a deeply buried Cr layer (116.5-Å-thick layer of Cr under 725-Å-thick layer of Pt). Detection of the layered structure using Fourier analysis of the integral photoemission yield is demonstrated at several different photon energies of the incident hard Xrays where the effective photoelectron escape depth is substantially smaller than the depth of the buried layer.
The energy flow through a multilayer system ( Fig.1 ) and thus the number of generated photoelectrons is proportional to the fraction of energy attenuated by the system, A = 1 − R − T , where R is the net reflectivity of the system and T is the net transmissivity. If the sample is thick such that the fraction of the transmitted X-rays is negligible, then A ≈ 1 − R represents Fresnel transmissivity of the entrance interface. Attentuation of x rays at depth z within a layer of material having a thickness dz is generally described by the difference between the incoming and outgoing mean energy flow. The energy flow through the layer is represented by the real part of projection S z (Q, z) of the Poynting vector as a function of the wavevector transfer Q = 2k sin α, where k is the absolute value of the wavevector of the incident wave and α is the glancing angle of incidence. The normalized total X-ray attenuation per unit depth dz is
Grazing incidence geometry illustrating the incident, the transmitted and the reflected waves. The energy flow through the layered structure generates ionization events due to X-ray photoabsorption. The escaping fast photoelectons (light blue) ionize the surrounding gas while the low-energy secondary photoelectrons (gray) do not participate in this ionization process. While the ionizing photoelectrons may escape only from a limited depth in the top layer the integral photoelectron yield is affected by the total energy flow in the multilayer and thus is sensitive to presence of buried layers.
where S 0 z (Q) is the projection of the Poynting vector of the incident wave. The dependence on the photon energy E X of the incident wave is omitted here for clarity.
For an infinitely thick mirror the penetration depth of the wave transmitted through the entrance interface is given by
where
is the wavevector transfer in the mirror material with an index of refraction n = 1 − δ + iβ. It can be shown that for the thick mirror
where T (Q) = 1 − R(Q) is the Fresnel transmissivity. If the thickness of the top layer of a multilayer X-ray mirror is such that the transmitted wave is preferentially attenuated in this layer the energy flow can be approximated with Eq. 4. Generation of charge carriers above the surface of the mirror is initiated with the escape of photoelectrons. An exponential factor exp[−z/L] (where L is the effective photoelectron escape depth) can be used (e.g., [20] ) to model propagation of photoelectrons towards the surface of the mirror prior to escape. Taking this factor into account, integration of Eq. 4 results in the following expression for the integral electron quantum yield (yield normalized by the incident photon flux) [19] .
where ǫ q is the charge collection efficiency, n q is the charge amplification factor, and G e is a proportionality factor, which represents a correction for photoelectron energy conversion. Strictly speaking, only a fraction of the attenuated intensity of the X-rays results in generation of photoelectrons. This photon-energy-dependent fraction is ascribed to G e to avoid introduction of an additional factor in Eq. 5.
If the X-ray mirror is enclosed in a flow chamber containing light gas (e.g., He) gas impact ionization events produced by the secondary photoelectrons can be neglected ( Fig. 1 ) since the energy required to produce one ion pair is W g ≃ 40.3 eV [21] while the energies of the secondary electrons do not exceed ≈ 20 eV [22] . In addition, absorption cross section for hard X-rays in He is negligible compared to the ionization cross section by photoelectron impact e.g., [23] . Thus, the electric carriers generated in the gas flow chamber originate from the photoelectric response of the mirror material. It is convenient to ascribe the number of charge carriers n q generated by a single photoelectron in the gas flow chamber to the ratio of the maximum photoelectron energy E pe ≃ E X and the ion pair production energy W g , n q = 2E X /W g .
Remarkably, the integral electron yield Eq. 5 is represented by the photon-electron attenuation factor L/(Λ(Q) + L) modulated by the Fresnel transmissivity. Precise derivation of the photon-electron attenuation factor for any given material requires modelling of the photoemission processes from various atomic sub-shells and integration of the resulting photoemission cross-sections using the geometry of the photoemission detector. Such rigorous approach could be based on the existing theoretical developments in X-ray photoemission spectroscopy pertaining to X-ray optical effects [24] . It should be noted that the photon-electron attenuation factor is a slow varying function of Q (or the angle of incidence α). Thus, subtraction of a smooth function, which agrees with the overall shape of the experimental curve should isolate the modulating signal, which contains Kiessig fringes. Structural information can be extracted from the result of the subtraction using Fourier transform similarly to Fourier analysis of the interference structure in X-ray specular reflection [25] . This strategy is illustrated below applied to a bi-layer X-ray mirror. Fresnel reflection coefficients of a multilayer system are described by the Parratt's recursive relation [26] [27] [28] :
In our notation ∆ i is the thickness of layer "i and r ij is the reflection coefficient of the interface between layers "i" and "j"
where zero interface roughness is assumed. We note that any |r ij | ≪ 1 above the largest critical angle corresponding to the layer with the greatest refractive decrement δ. In this approximation the net Fresnel reflection coefficient of a bi-layer ( Fig. 1) 
where T 01 = 1 − |r 01 | 2 is the transmissivity of entrance interface of the thick mirror, the symbol " * " denotes complex conjugation and "c.c." denotes conjugated components with the oscillating exponential factors. The reflection coefficients r ij are non-oscillating functions of the layer thicknesses (i.e., do not contain Kiessig fringes) [25] . If exp [−2Im(Q 1 )∆ 1 ] ≪ 1 substantial attenuation of the transmitted wave occurs in the top layer (i.e., the second layer is deeply buried). Thus, according to Eq. 9 the Fresnel transmissivity of a bi-layer system will differ from that of the thick mirror by components oscillating with frequencies ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 , and the sum frequency ∆ 1 + ∆ 2 . For the purpose of Fourier analysis in the (Re(Q i ),∆)-space above the greatest critical angle one can assume Re(Q 2 ) ≈ Re(Q 1 ). Generalization of this analysis to the case of arbitrary number of layers is straightforward (see Supplemental Material).
To address the problem experimentally integral photoemission yield and X-ray reflectivity of a bi-layer PtCr X-ray mirror were measured simultaneously at several different photon energies in the range 8 -23 keV. Prior to the analysis of integral electron yield the mirror was fully characterized using X-ray reflectivity (XRR), a method commonly used for structural characterization of surfaces [26] . As determined by XRR the thickness of the top Pt layer was ∆ 1 = 725.2Å and that of the buried Cr layer was ∆ 2 = 116.5Å. The measured reflectivities and XRR fitting curves are shown in Fig. 2 (see Methods for details). Figure 3 illustrates the strategy used to extract thicknesses of individual layers from the integral photoemission yield curve. In the first step the curves collected at different photon energies were renormalized in the units of quantum yield (electric current divided by the incident flux and unit electric charge) and fit using Eq. 5. The effective photoelectron escape depths were found to be L ≈ 200 -400Å with greater values obtained at higher photon energies (see Supplemental Material for summary of the fit parameters). Figure 3 the inset of Fig. 3(a) ). In the next step, the fit was subtracted from the experimental data to isolate the differential yield containing the structural information. The differential yield ∆Y (Q 1 ) is shown in Fig. 3(b) as a function of wavevector transfer Re(Q 1 ) in the Pt layer. The power spectrum of a Fourier transform applied to ∆Y (Q 1 ) is shown in Fig. 3(c) . Peaks in the spectrum correspond to thicknesses of the individual layers with precision on the order of spectral resolution 2π/∆Q 1 ≃ 10-18Å defined by the available range of the wavevector transfer ∆Q 1 . The low-∆ region of the spectrum with peak corresponding to the buried Cr layer (116.5Å) could be contaminated by non-ideal subtraction procedure using the baseline, which includes the approximated photonelectron attenuation factor and the transmissivity of the thick mirror. Thus, evaluation of the thickness of the buried layer from the position of this peak alone can raise doubts. However, the appearance of the peak corresponding to the sum frequency ∆ 1 +∆ 2 in the same spectrum confirms the presence of the Cr layer and its thickness. Also, the relatively featureless high-∆ region of the spectrum validates the approximation on the smallness of |r ij | given by Eq. 8. Figure 3 shows power spectra of the differential yield of the bi-layer mirror at different photon energies. The peaks corresponding to individual thicknesses ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 as well as the sum ∆ 1 + ∆ 2 are clearly observed at photon energies 10 keV and 11 keV where Kiessig fringes are most intense. At some other photon energies (e.g., 13.5 keV and 15 keV) the noise level in the differential yield exceeds the weights of the spectral components. However, at higher photon energies (18 keV and 23 keV) reliable spectral detection of the thicknesses is still possible. Overall, the magnitude of the spectral components at various photon energies is consistent with the intensity of Kiessig fringes observed in XRR (Fig. 2) , which is governed by the energy-dependent absorption losses in the Pt layer. At 10-11 keV just below the energy region, which includes Pt L-absorption edges (L 3 at 11.56 keV, L 2 at 13.27 keV and L 1 at 13.88 keV) the imaginary parts of the refractive index (β) for Pt and Cr become comparable resulting in the increased intensity of the fringes. At the intermediate photon energies (12 keV -15 keV) β for Pt increases substantially in comparison to that of Cr. Finally, at higher photon energies (18 keV, 23 keV) the absorption losses for Pt become sufficiently small and the intensity of the fringes again increases. However, the absorption contrast between Pt and Cr remains substantial which explains reduction in the intensity of spectral peaks at ∆ 2 and ∆ 1 + ∆ 2 .
In summary, our findings demonstrate that structure of buried layers can be studied with hard X-rays, yet, without detection of the reflected radiation. Instead, integral photoelectron yield is detected using simple voltage-biasdriven collection of generated electric charges above the surface of the studied material. It should be mentioned that the approach is rather general and is not limited to the case where the top layer represents a conductive material. Indeed, self-detection of X-ray standing waveeffects have been observed on non-conductive materials such as diamond (e.g., [29] ). The approach could be used to advance the field of non-destructive evaluation where unique field applications can become feasible. In particular, it can be useful for quantitative evaluation of surfaces in enclosed geometries where implementation of the conventional θ −2θ XRR arrangement is not possible. Potentially, the use of very hard X-rays at very grazing incidence is feasible since contrary to XRR no effort is required to isolate the reflected radiation from the incident X-rays. Such approach could become indispensable for non-destructive evaluation of internal surfaces in nuclear reactors, hydrocarbon transport systems, internal combustion engines, buried transistors in semiconductor circuits and other systems with buried layers and interfaces.
Methods

Experiment
An X-ray mirror was prepared by deposition of a Pt film with thickness 500Å on top of a ≈ 100-Å-thick layer of Cr on a polished Si substrate. The length of the mirror was 80 mm and the width was 20 mm. The mirror was placed on a non-conductive surface and contained in a helium flow chamber having an entrance and exit windows made of Kapton R film. The metallic working surface of the mirror served as the first electrode while a separate second grounded electrode was placed inside the chamber above the mirror at a distance of about 20 mm. The experiment was performed at 1-BM beamline of the Advanced Photon Source. The X-ray beam incident on the mirror was delivered by a Si (111) doublecrystal monochromator (DCM). The DCM was detuned to suppress high-order Si Bragg reflections at high photon energies. The electric current between the electrodes in the flow chamber was measured using a source meter with applied bias voltages of ± 200 V. The observed maximum electric currents (at the photoemission peak) were ≃ 10 -80 nA with greater values at higher photon energies. Electric current in the absence of x rays (i.e., dark current) was ≈ 100 pA. The root mean square fluctuations in the measured signal were about 20 pA. A calibrated solid state detector was placed behind the flow chamber to measure the reflected X-ray flux (mirror in the beam) and the incident X-ray flux (mirror out of the beam). The size of the incident beam was set to 0.1 × 3.0 mm 2 (vertical×horizontal) using X-ray slits placed upstream of the mirror chamber. The incident beam was centered on the surface of the mirror. Simultaneous measurement of the reflectivity and the electric current were performed while scanning the mirror's grazing angle α at different photon energies selected by the double-crystal monochromator. Prior to each scan the incident photon flux was measured using the solid state detector. The measured values were in the range 7 × 10 8 − 2 × 10 9 photons/s. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4(a) .
Prior to collection of angular curves an IV curve of the system was measured at the photoemission peak angle for each photon energy. The resulting IV curves are shown in Fig. 4(b) . In all cases saturation of the electric current and thus linear ionization-chamber-like response (full charge collection ǫ q ≃ 1) was achieved at sufficiently large negative potentials (-200 V) applied to the mirror surface. The absence of saturation at the positive potential (+ 200 V ) suggests that the potential is insufficient to recapture all the electrons in the system. We note that in the case of Pd mirror studied earlier [19] full charge collection was observed for both positive and negative potentials. Detailed explanation of this phenomenon requires consideration of energy spectra of the emitted photoelectrons and their energy transfer to He atoms via collision processes. For the purpose of linearity of detection of the integral photoelectron yield it was sufficient to ascertain the saturation at -200 V in the present case.
Structural analysis using XRR
XRR measures the intensity of the specularly reflected beam as a function of the wavevector transfer Q to extract the scattering length density (SLD) profile of the sample. SLD yields the information about the chemical composition of each layer, its thickness, physical density, and interfacial roughness. One of the main disadvantages of XRR is that spatial separation of the incident and the specularly reflected radiation becomes problematic in very grazing incidence (α 1 mrad) at high photon energies (E X 20 keV). Reliable detection of the specularly reflected radiation requires θ-2θ geometry and a large dynamic range of the radiation detector. These factors restrict the use of XRR to an X-ray analytical laboratory or a specialized X-ray source facility. Thus, despite the high penetrating power of hard X-rays, non-invasive structural studies of internal surfaces remain limited. In our case of a model system (bi-layer X-ray mirror) XRR was fully applicable. For the XRR modelling we used dynamic Parratt's formalism [26] combined with NevotCroce interface roughness and genetic fitting algorithm using the MOTOFIT software [30] . Literature SLD values for the Si substrate, Cr, and Pt layers were used for modelling and the individual thicknesses of Pt (705.2Å) and Cr (116.5Å) layers, as well as the interfacial roughness at Pt-Cr (σ 12 = 7.5Å) and Cr-Si (σ 23 = 4.5Å) interfaces, were kept the same for all energies. In this experiment, lateral projection of the coherence length l c (a few tens of microns) of the radiation is much smaller than the sample surface along the beam (80 mm). Therefore, the local surface roughness (within the length l c ) from different parts of the sample is averaged incoherently. Such averaging is represented in the model by an additional top layer of 20Å-thick with SLD ≃ 80-85% of the literature value for Pt. In other words, this top layer can be considered as a long-scale mirror height profile with a peak-to-valley value of 20Å, consistent with the Pt deposition specification.
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